Molecular chirality is an omnipresent phenomenon of fundamental significance in physics, chemistry and biology. For this reason, search for novel techniques for enantioselective control, detection and separation of chiral molecules is of particular importance. It has been recently predicted that laser fields with twisted polarization may induce persistent enantioselective field-free orientation of chiral molecules. Here we report the first experimental observation of this phenomenon using propylene oxide molecules (CH 3 CHCH 2 O, or PPO) spun by an optical centrifuge -a laser pulse, whose linear polarization undergoes an accelerated rotation around its propagation direction. We show that PPO molecules remain oriented on a time scale exceeding the duration of the centrifuge pulse by several orders of magnitude. The demonstrated long-time field-free enantioselective orientation opens new avenues for optical manipulation, discrimination, and, potentially, separation of molecular enantiomers.
Chiral molecules exist in two nonsuperimposable forms called enantiomers (1 ) . The ability to analyze and separate mixtures of enantiomers is crucial, for example, in drug synthesis as different enantiomers of chiral molecules may exhibit strikingly different biological activity. Over the years, various optical approaches have been developed to control molecules in the gas phase and induce their alignment/orientation (for recent reviews, see e.g. (2 -5 ) ). The most known technique of this kind is field-free alignment of linear molecules by short linearly polarized laser pulses, which makes the most polarizable molecular axis point along the polarization direction after the end of the pulse (6 ) . Laser-induced molecular orientation is a more challenging task; however, several techniques have been suggested and demonstrated for impulsive orientation of linear and even asymmetric top molecules under field-free condition (see, e.g. (7 ) , and references therein).
Owing to the symmetry of light interaction with the induced dipole moment, strong laser fields with fixed linear polarization can be utilized only to align, but not orient, molecules in space. In contrast, fields with twisting polarization break this symmetry, and were predicted to transiently orient chiral molecules (8 -10 ) , as was recently confirmed experimentally (11 ) .
Here we report a related, yet fundamentally new phenomenon -field-free persistent enantioselective orientation (PESO) of chiral molecules, which lasts orders of magnitude longer than the duration of the exciting laser pulses. This effect is unique for chiral molecules driven a) Electronic mail: ilya.averbukh@weizmann.ac.il b) Electronic mail: vmilner@phas.ubc.ca by nonresonant laser fields with twisted polarization. In all the previously known approaches to impulsive molecular orientation, including techniques using single-cycle THz pulses (12 -18 ) , alone or in combination with optical pulses (19 -21 ) , or two-color laser fields (7 , 13 , 22 -28 ), the post-pulse orientation shows transient signals with zero time average. To the best of our knowledge, our paper presents the first demonstration of the longlasting permanent molecular orientation induced by a pulsed optical field.
Long-lived orientation of chiral molecules induced by laser fields with twisted polarization was recently theoretically predicted in (9 , 10 , 29 ) . Several possible examples of such fields include a pair of delayed crosspolarized laser pulses (30 , 31 ) , chiral pulse trains (32 -34 ), polarization-shaped pulses (35 -37 ) and an optical centrifuge (38 -42 ) .
In what follows, we present the first experimental observation of the PESO phenomenon, using chiral propylene oxide molecules spun by an optical centrifuge. The results of experimental measurements are in a good agreement with the theoretical predictions.
Experimental Methods and Results
Our setup for producing the field of an optical centrifuge has been built according to the original recipe of Karzmarek et al. (38 ) and has been described in an earlier publication (43 ) . Briefly, we split the spectrum of broadband laser pulses from a Ti:sapphire amplifier (10 mJ, 35 fs, repetition rate 1 KHz, central wavelength 795 nm) in two equal parts using a Fourier pulse shaper. The two beams are first frequency chirped with a chirp rate β of equal magnitude and opposite sign (β = ±0.3 THz/ps). The chirped beams are then circularly polarized with an opposite sense of circular polarization. Optical interference of these laser fields results in a pulse illustrated in Fig. 1A : its polarization vector is rotating in XY plane with an instantaneous angular frequency Ω = 2βt. The duration of our centrifuge pulse is 20 ps.
We use a typical velocity map imaging (VMI) setup in which the molecular jet is intercepted by intense femtosecond probe beam between the plates of a time-offlight spectrometer (see Fig. 1A ). Multiple ionization of a molecule by the probe beam results in Coulomb explosion, i.e. breaking of the molecule into ionized fragments. As the fragment ions accelerate towards, and impinge on, the multi-channel plate detector (MCP), the projection of their velocities on the XZ plane is mapped on the plane of the detector. Mass selectivity is provided by gating the MCP at the time of arrival of the fragment of interest. A simplified model of Coulomb explosion shown in Fig. 1B predicts that the velocities of C + ions (averaged over three carbon atoms) and O + ions have opposite projections on the laboratory Z axis (see Fig.  3 ), in full agreement with the experimental observations (see Fig. 2 ).
We extract the information about the molecular orientation in the laboratory frame as a function of time by recording VMI images at different centrifuge-probe time delays (see Fig. 1A ). The experimental observable, bearing the information about the degree of orientation, is conventionally determined as cos(θ 2D ) . Here θ 2D is the angle between the projection of the fragment's velocity v on the velocity map imaging detector plane (XZ plane) and the laboratory Z axis, · · · implies averaging over the molecular ensemble. Positive (negative) values of cos(θ 2D ) reflect the orientation of v along (against) the laboratory Z axis. In practice, an average of a few million ion fragments were recorded for each set of experimental conditions, resulting in the precision of 10 −3 in determining cos(θ 2D ) . To minimize systematic errors, e.g. due to the inhomogeneous response of our detector as well as long-term drifts in molecular density and laser intensity, we define the following quantity (hereafter referred to as the "2D orientation factor"):
where the indices and correspond to the clockwise and counter-clockwise direction of polarization rotation, as observed along the laser beam propagation. In Fig.  2 we plot the experimentally measured ∆ cos(θ 2D ) for the velocity distributions of O + and C + fragments. For both, the enantioselective effect of the centrifuge is reflected by the opposite sign of the 2D orientation factor for the two enantiomers. In the case of oxygen ions ( Fig. 2A) , |∆ cos(θ 2D ) | reaches the values of the order of 10 −2 during the interaction with the centrifuge field (first 20 ps), being positive for left-and negative for right-handed molecules. When the interaction is over, the degree of orientation become smaller, but maintain a non-zero value of opposite signs for at least 700 ps (a maximum accessible delay time in the current experimental setup). Carbon ions demonstrate similar behavior, shown in Fig. 2B . The non-zero 2D orientation factor of C + also persists on the full available time scale. As seen, the orientation signals of O + and C + ions are opposite to each other for both enantiomers, in agreement with theoretical simulations (see Fig. 3) . 
Theoretical Methods and Results
The chiral molecule is modeled as rigid asymmetric top having anisotropic polarizability. We carry out both classical and fully quantum simulations of the laser driven rotational dynamics. For the classical simulations, the behavior of a thermal ensemble was treated using the Monte Carlo approach. Our numerical scheme relies on solving the coupled system of Euler equations and quaternions equations of motion (44 ) . The molecular parameters and details of the scheme may be found in (10 ) .
For the quantum simulations, we use the symmetrictop wavefunctions |JKM as a basis set. Here J is the total angular momentum, K is its projection on the molecule-fixed a axis, and M is its projection onto the laboratory fixed Z axis (45 ) . The interaction potential is expressed in terms of Wigner D-matrices. Using a unitary transformation, the matrices are transformed to the asymmetric-top basis. Details of the scheme may be found in (29 ) .
We adopted a simplified model of Coulomb explosion, which assumes an instantaneous conversion of all constituent atoms into singly charged ions, while keeping the molecular configuration unchanged during the interaction with the probe pulse. For finding the asymptotic velocities of all ions after the Coulomb explosion, we numerically solved the system of coupled Newton's equations. As the kinetic energy of the fragments due to Coulomb explosion exceeds the rotational energy, we neglected the rotational velocities of the atoms at the moment of explosion. Trajectories of the fragments are shown in Fig. 1B by red and black arrowed lines for oxygen and carbon ions, respectively. A static PPO molecule would eject its ions along these directions that carry the information about the spatial orientation of the molecule at the moment of explosion. Figure 3 shows the results of our simulations, and presents the conventional (3D) orientation factors, cos(θ) -the expectation values of the projection of oxygen and carbon ions velocity vectors on the laser propagation direction (Z axis in Fig. 1A ). Here θ is the angle between the velocity vector and the Z axis, and · · · denotes ensemble average or quantum expectation value for the classical and quantum mechanical simulations, respectively. The presented orientation factor for the carbon ions was obtained by averaging the results for the three individual molecular carbons. Similar to the experimental results, the orientation factors of both oxygen and carbon ions are non-zero long after the end of the optical centrifuge pulse. Note, that these factors have opposite signs for oxygen and carbon. A detailed analysis shows the reason for this. When the molecular a axis was trapped by the optical centrifuge and rotated in the XY plane, the molecule turned about the a axis such that the middle carbon and oxygen atoms happened to be on the opposite sides of the XY plane. As the result of the Coulomb explosion, the two end carbon ions recoil close to the plane, while the middle carbon and the oxygen ions fly apart on different sides of the XY plane, resulting in the opposite orientation factors. The observed permanent orientation is enantioselective and opposite for the two enantiomers. It is interesting to consider the dynamics of molecules during their interaction with the optical centrifuge, which eventually leads to the field-free PESO phenomenon. Figure 4A ,B shows the distribution of the angular momentum magnitude (in units of ) as a function of time during the optical centrifuge operation (20 ps).
It is evident that the molecules undergo a forced angular acceleration. Figure 4C shows the simulated (both classically and quantum mechanically) 3D orientation factors during the first 20 ps of the evolution. Solid black curve represents the envelope of the optical centrifuge field showing that the peak intensity is reached after 2 ps. During this initial stage, molecules are aligned in the direction of the (barely) rotating polarization, while their orientation remains zero. The latter rises only after the polarization twist becomes substantial and induces an orienting torque in the direction of the aligned most polarizable molecular axis a (see Fig. 1B ). This supports the orientation mechanism described in (9 , 10 ). The 3D orientation factors reach their persistent values of cos (θ) ≈ 2.5 × 10 celeration used in our simulation is lower than the experimental one (by a factor of 6). The maximum attainable magnitude of the angular momentum, J max is proportional to the product t p β, while the basis size required for full quantum simulations of asymmetric-top molecule scales as J 3 max . The cubic scaling forbids the direct quantum calculation involving very high angular momentum states, although some progress is offered by the semiclassical methods (46 ) . Moreover, at high J values, the rigid-top approximation becomes invalid. However, even with the chosen β value, our simulations qualitatively reproduce the observed effect. Figure 4 suggests that the degree of molecular orientation does not necessarily benefit from the acceleration to progressively higher angular velocities, as only the initial stage of the accelerated spinning contributes to the desired orientation effect.
Conclusions
We demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally the persistent enantioselective orientation (PESO) of chiral molecules induced by laser fields with twisted polarization. Theoretically, we found very good agreement between the classical and quantum approaches in the experimentally relevant range of parameters. The molecular orientation direction depends on both the sense of polarization twisting and the handedness of the molecule.
This long-lasting orientation provides new modalities for controlling the motion of chiral molecules, detecting molecular chirality by means of nonlinear optics, and potentially for for separating the laser-oriented enantiomers in external inhomogeneous fields (see e.g. (47 -49 ) , references therein, and recent reviews (3 , 4 , 50 ) ).
